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 (Don't forget to answer the questions on both sides of this sheet.) 

Problem #1 (4 points) - Circle one answer per situation.   

A.   True    False B.   True    False C.   True    False D.   True    False 
 

Problem #2 (4 points)  

A.    

 Boy Who Harnessed the Wind 

- bringing electricity to his home (and village).  

- challenges include using a variety of resources, finding the right components, and dealing with drought 

and weather 

Jelly Sandwich 

- writing an assembly procedure for a process. 

- challenges include clearly instructing others with words alone (not pictures), assumed or missing steps,… 

B. A reasonable attempt … 
 

Problem #3 (6 points)   

A.1: Recorder 2: Time keeper 
3: Encourager OR 

Gatekeeper OR both 
4: Meeting coordinator 

B. Any one of the following: 
Recorder 

 Responsible for doing the writing of the team whenever group work is being done.   

Timekeeper 

 Responsible for keeping track of time, as well as keeping the team moving so that they can finish the task at 

hand. 

Encourager/Gatekeeper 

 Responsible for maintaining a balanced level of participation for all the members.  This person will 

encourage the silent members and try to hold back the verbose, dominant members. 

Meeting Coordinator 

 Coordinates activities and monitors the decision making process.  This person is NOT THE BOSS.   

Devil’s Advocate  

 A non-formal role, but one that should be adopted if team is rushing to judgment.   
 

Problem #4 (5 points)   

A. Storming  B.           a.            b.              c.        

 

Problem #5 (10 points)   

A.  row_vector = [5^(2/7), exp(2.5), cos(pi/3), log(2), sqrt(3)]    

B.  row_vector2 = row_vector.^2    

C.  column_vector=[15:-5:-25]'  OR  column_vector=(15:-5:-25)'  OR  a correct calculation using linspace 

D.  DFT=[2,4,6; 3,6,9; 7,14,21] OR DFT=[2:2:6; 3:3:9; 7:7:21]  

E.  New_Column=[DFT(:,1); DFT(:,3)]  
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 (Don't forget to answer the questions on both sides of this sheet.) 

Problem #6 (6 points)   

A. Highlight cells A7 & A8, “hold/click and drag” the crosshairs downward to A10.   

B.  21      C. =$C$2*$A6+F2+D7+E$2  OR =$C$2*$A5+D1+B6+C$2  

 

Problem #7 (6 points) 

A.  10 B.  8 

 

 

 

Problem #8 (6 points)  

Any 2 of: csv, txt, dat, xlsx, xls  
 

Problem #9 (8 points) - Circle one answer per cell reference.  

A.      a.        b.        c.        d.        e.    C.      a.        b.        c.        d.        e.    

B.      a.        b.        c.        d.        e.    D.      a.        b.        c.        d.        e.    

 

Problem #10 (15 points)   

Line# Error Description Corrected Line of Code 

5 Missing file type extension measured_data = load('rocket_data.txt');     

6 Need column 1, not row 1. actual_time = measured_data(:,1);   

10 Sin function requires argument in radians 
ht_part1 = V0*sin(th0*pi/180)*actual_time  OR 

ht_part1 = V0*sind(th0)*actual_time   

11 Dot notation required to raise to a power. ht_part2 = 1/2*gravity*actual_time.^2; 

16 hold off should be hold on hold on 

19 Single quotes must enclose each argument. legend('Empirical','Theoretical') 

21 Axis label requires units (sec) for Time. xlabel('Time [sec]') 

22 The ylabel is created incorrectly. ylabel('Height [m]')   (remove the =) 

 

Problem #11 (6 points) – [Circle one answer]  

       a.        b.        c.        d.     

 

Problem #12 (4 points) 

A.  Mean = 100   B.  Mode = 110  
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 (Don't forget to answer the questions on both sides of this sheet.) 

Problem #13 (10 points)  

8 % Assume that Male_Temperature and Bin_Centers are assigned (in F degrees) in the INPUTS section. 

9 mean_temp = mean(Male_Temperature);  

10 std_temp = std(Male_Temperature);    

11  

12 % --- OUTPUTS --- 

13 % Generate a histogram suitable for technical presentation 

14 hist(Male_Temperature, Bin_Centers)     

15 xlabel('Male Temperature [F]')    

16 ylabel('Frequency')               

17 title('Histogram of Male Body Temperatures')  

18  

19  

20  

21 % Display the output using fprintf 

22 
fprintf('Average: %3.1f [F], Standard Deviation: %3.2f [F] \n', 

mean_temp,std_temp)    
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Problem #14 (6 points)  

A.  Share-ability   Modifiability   Reusability  

B. One of the following definitions: 

 

Shareability  

A deliverable is considered shareable if it can be understood by the client/user. This means that someone 

else can understand and follow the procedure and get the same results that the developers obtained.  
 

Modifiabilty  

A deliverable is considered modifiable if it can be changed easily for slightly different situations. To be 

modifiable the description must include reasons (rationales) for the overall approach and the different steps 

in the procedure so that someone else can identify why, when, and how to make changes to the procedure 

to use it in a new, different context.  
 

Reusabilty  

A deliverable is considered re-usable if it can be used for a new but similar situation. This means that 

someone else can take a procedure and use it in a new situation. The description includes details about the 

direct user (who the procedure was created for), what the deliverable is, what the criteria for success are 

(indicating how the deliverable should function – what you can expect if it is working right), and 

constraints (how the problem is bounded).  It also includes the limitations of the procedure and any 

assumptions so that someone else would know whether they can use the procedure in the new context. 
 

 

Problem #15 (4 points)  

 

The direct user actually works with or uses the product or solution.  The other stakeholders have a vested 

interest, but will not use the product or solution directly.   

 
 


